The hyperfine structure of 61 This paper presents a contribution to the Mössbauer studies in Ni-compounds performed in this laboratory 2 . The compound NiCr204 * is of particular use for a more precise determination of the nuclear moments of the 67.4 keV level in 61 Ni. The magnetic hyperfine field at 4.2 °K at the Ni site is known 3 to be about 450 kOe, the largest one in a Ni system observed sofar. Furthermore the rather large electric field gradient allows a more precise determination of the quadrupole moment. The magnetic field and the field gradient are of particular interest in solid state physics.
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The NiCr204 is a normal spinel with a tetragonal distortion below about 310 °K. The tetrahedron around the Ni is elongated parallel to the c axis. The Curie temperature is about 65 °K 4 .
The single line source of 61 Co in Ni0 85Cr015 was produced at the Darmstadt Electron Linear Accelerator by means of the reaction 62 Ni(y,p) 61 Co. The experimental details have been described by ERICH 1 . The thickness of the absorber was 1566 mg/cm 2 .
The Mössbauer spectrum at 4.2 °K (Fig. 1) shows a large magnetic splitting with a small contribution of an electric quadrupole interaction. The solid line gives the result of a least-squares fit procedure.
The shape of the spectrum is very sensitive to the ratios of the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments of the excited state and the ground state of the nucleus. We found g(67A)/g(0) = -0.384 ±0.005 and Q(67A)/Q(0) = -1.18 + 0.17. The magnetic splitting of the ground state was determined as <7 (0) (3.10 + 0.02) mm/sec. Using the well known magnetic moment of the ground state 5 -0.74868 ±0.00004 we got for the magnetic hyperfine field | Hm | = (442 ± 3) kOe and for the magnetic moment of the excited state //(67.4)/^N = + 0.479 ± 0.006. Assuming an axial symmetric electric field gradient with an angle 0 with respect to the direction of the magnetic field the value e<?(0) Vzz(Z cos 2 <9 -l)/8= (-0.13±0.01) mm/sec is derived. v in mm/sec At 77 °K a rather large pure electric quadrupole interaction has been observed (Fig. 2) . Taking the average of both measurements we found the ratio Q(67A)/Q(0) = -1.21 ± 0.13, which leads to 0(67.4) = (-0.20 ±0.03) b.
The value of the magnetic moment [i (67.4) is in excellent agreement with those reported by ERICH 1 and
